
Home Learning Summer WB 06.07.20 

Year 2: Our Summer topic is ‘All Aboard!’. So far we have looked at pirates, fish, ocean life, plants and Hull’s fishing history. 
This week we are focusing on beach life and enjoying the story of The Lighthouse Keeper’s Rescue.  

Weekly Maths Tasks Weekly Reading Tasks 

- Finding a unit fraction of a shape (you have one part) 

Find ½ 1/3 and ¼ of the shapes. Remember, every part 
must be equal.  

- Finding a non-unit fraction of a shape (you have more 
than one part) 

Find 2/4 and 3/4 of the shapes. If you have 2/4, that is the 
same as ½.  

This is a good game to help you practice your fractions: 
bit.ly/Fractionsgame 

- Times tables 

Either out loud, on paper or playing games like Times table rock 
stars. Hit the Button is an excellent free game to help you 
practice your times tables. 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button 

If you are getting confident with your 2s, 5s and 10s, get ready 
for Year 3 by practicing your 3s, 4s and 8s. There are some 
extra activities to help you practise in this learning pack.  

- Regular Reading  

 Read at least 3 times this week. This can be any 
reading book, magazine, newspaper, etc. 

You can find more reading books on this website: 
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/books/free-ebooks 

- Story Time 

Listen to the story The Lighthouse Keeper’s 
Rescue, a story which follows on from the 
Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch. 

bit.ly/LighthouseKeepersRescue 

What story did it remind you of? Did you prefer 
this story or The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch? 
Explain your reasons. 

- Bedtime stories 

Enjoy reading J. K. Rowling’s new story The Ickabog 
as a family. You can find the chapters here: 
https://www.theickabog.com/read-the-story/ 
 

Weekly Phonics/Spellings Tasks Weekly Writing Tasks 

- Spelling 

- Your spelling this week are from phonics but we have included the 
list of common exception words for you to keep practising too! 
There is an activity included in this pack where you can sort the 
words into groups based on the number of syllables they have.  

- Phonics  

This week we are looking at words which are homophones or near 
homophones. These are words that sound the same, but are spelt 
differently. Draw a picture to present each spelling and help you 
remember the meaning of the word when spelt that way. 

You could put your spellings into sentences. You can make them as 
sensible or silly as you wish 

- Handwriting 

- Practice your handwriting, focusing on l, i, t and j 
There are some practice sheets to help you in the 
pack.  

- Using conjunctions 

- Conjunctions help make sentences more interesting 
and varied for the reader. Create some new exciting 
sentences by cutting up the clauses, sentences and 
conjunctions and using them to build your own 
sentences. We will be using the coordinating 
conjunctions or/and/but and the subordinating 
conjunctions when/if/that and because. There is a 
sheet showing examples of each type of conjunction 
to help you. 

- Generating vocabulary 

We want you to think of as many exciting adjectives 
and similes as you can to describe the different 
parts of the beach landscape. You may want to use a 
thesaurus to help you find some really interesting 
ones. Here is an online one: bit.ly/OnlineThesaurus 

 

 

 



Computing 

Explore the free Scratch Junior app (there is a guide under the Year 2 Home Learning tab). Can you add two Sprites to the 
screen? Can you make them move at the same time? Can you make them follow each other? Have a play around and see what 

you can make happen!  

Geography 

Use an atlas, map or globe, to identify the seven continents and five oceans. Make them on the sheet. 

What continent do we live in? Have you ever visited another? Which continent would you like to visit? 

Which continent is the biggest? Which ocean is the biggest? 

Physical Activities 

PE with Joe. A really fun morning workout https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ 
This is now happening on Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays. 

 
Andy’s Wild Workouts on BBC iPlayer. There are lots of different fun themed workouts.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p06tmnbs/andys-wild-workouts-series-1-3-mountains 
 

Cosmic Kids Yoga. There are loads of amazing themed yoga sessions, such as Spiderman, Moana and Frozen. A nice way to 
stretch out and have fun! https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga 

 
Free online ballet lessons with The Ballet Coach https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DetwmfteovM 

 
Isolation Icons – Hull Active Schools Primary Daily Challenge https://www.hullactiveschools.org/isolation-icons 

 
Learn or improve a sports skills (e.g. kick ups, throwing and catching, skipping, jumping) 

 

Learning Project - to be done throughout the week: ‘Beach scene or lighthouse’ 

Using whatever materials you like, we would love you to make your own beach scene or lighthouse 

Plan it out first on a piece of paper, labelling the different parts and what you are going to make to use them. You might 
want to include: rocks, cliffs, sand, sea, lighthouse, birds, shells, seaweed. 

You could use packaging and scrap materials, Lego, playdoh, plastercine, you could even make it on a cake! It’s completely 
your choice. Think about what your beach scene will need, where each of the features are in relation to one and other, how to 
best recreate the colours and textures of each part. 

Please don’t forget to share your finishged creations with us on the school Facebook or Twitter! 

   

 

 



 



The ‘Is that HALF?’ game 







 
 
How would you explain ½ to someone? 
 
_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 
How would you explain ¼ to someone? 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 
How would you explain 2/4 to someone?  
 
_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 





 



 
 



Cut out the clauses, sentences and conjunctions and use them to build some 
exciting sentences. 

the beach was busy 
it was sunny 
there were lots of people 
the ice cream was melting 
built a sandcastle 
they liked it 
He loved the sea 
they went to the beach 
they walked to the lighthouse 
the sea was cold 
I swam in the sea 
it was peaceful 
it was lunchtime 
it was amazing 
not the sand 
it was warm 
it was Summer 
it was fun 
 

and when because 
or if  
but that  

  
Challenge! Write your own sentences for each of the conjunctions 



My exciting beach vocabulary 
Cliffs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sky 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sand 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sea 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

Look carefully at the images, then fill the boxes with as many interesting adjectives as you 
can think of. You could use an online thesaurus to help you. Remember to not just describe 
the appearance but the texture, feel, temperature, sound and smell too 



 





 

 



 
 



 



 



 



Year 2 Weekly Spellings 

Practise your spellings using thr LOOK, COVER, SAY, WRITE, CHECK method. This means LOOK at a word, COVER it up, SAY 
it to yourself, WRITE it and then check to see how you did.  

 
This week’s spellings Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

1) break 
    

2) brake 
    

3) two 
    

4) too 
    

5) plane 
    

6) plain 
    

7) main 
    

8) mane 
    

9) knot 
    

10) not 
    

 



 
break brake 

two too 

plane plain 

mane main 

knot not 

Draw a picture to help you remember the meaning of each spelling.  



 



 



 
 
 
 



 



 


